Press relase for immediate release

THE US FBI CHOOSES LIEGE-BASED START-UP X-RIS SOLUTIONS
Liège, Belgium, February 6th 2015 - X-RIS S.A. has just supplied a record order exceeding 450,000 USD to the FBI.
The US Federal Bureau of Investigation has been motivated by the new cutting-edge security solutions provided by
technology start-up X-RIS.
"We are proud to provide our latest X-ray display technologies to the global leader of security and investigation,
especially after a competition with US and Israeli companies”, explains Christophe Greffe, co-founder and CEO of XRIS S.A.. “Technological innovation, especially real-time scanning, portability and usability of our tools have
contributed to our selection”. The systems delivered to the FBI (DeReO WA ® -Wide Area, -High Resolution DeReO
HR ®, Maestro ® software) include the latest X-ray technologies developed by the start-up young engineers.
Powered by batteries and wired or wireless remotely controlled, the DeReO ®systems enable the operator to
generate high definition pictures of potential explosives objects within few seconds in sensitive places such as
airports and train stations while ensuring a security area for both citizens and bomb squads. The new “real-time
Video” feature of DeReO ® WA and HR systems allow to instantly calibrate the materials penetration parameters.
This is very useful for distant objects scanning with variable densities such as small suspicious parcels or explosive
objects (bomb shells, grenades, …). These systems are also used in laboratories. This is the reason why X-RIS also
delivered a lead shielded cabinet which meets all international safety standards.
The combined power and ease of use of the Maestro ® software are much appreciated by investigators and
experts. Digital images can be quickly shared among agents, institutions and prosecutors.
"This record delivery follows a jump of 65% of our sales in 2014 which have exceeded EUR 1.7 million. We are
accelerating our investments in innovation thanks to our own cash-flow generation and with valuable support of
the Walloon Region," said Jacques Galloy, Partner and CFO.
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About X-RIS :
X-Ray Imaging Solutions (“X-RIS”) develops and distributes leading-edge solutions in Digital Radiology both in Non-Destructive
Testing (aerospace, aeronautic, foundries, shipbuilding, defense, ...) and in Security (clearance, forensic analysis, countersurveillance, special forces and customs). Founded in 2010 and based in Liege (Belgium) where x-ray know-how has deep roots,
X-RIS is an innovative and growing company that sells its products in more than 15 countries. www.xris.eu
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